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TCP/IP Primer Plus offers its readers an in-depth examination of one of the core networking
technologies in a widely accepted format. It covers BGP in sufficient depth to equip the reader with
knowledge they can translate into improved network management, and shows clearly how the
standard OSI model is linked to the TCP/IP suite.
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Loved this book. Accessible language. Necessary nitty gritty details. Well organized. Well illustrated.
Accurate. THANK YOU!!!(Helped me translate the disaster that is: "CCNA 1st Year Companion
Guide". Hate that book.)

I already knew a bit about networking, and I was looking for a book on TCP/IP to fill in the gaps in
my education. This book was great for this purpose. However, if you are are rookie, I would strongly
recommend looking elsewhere. This book implicitly assumes that you are technically literate.

The subject of networking including the various standards, conventions, and protocols and how
those are seen and implemented on various operating systems on clients, routers, servers is vast.
The approach of this book, like many, is to describe the format of the various layers of the DoD or
OSI network models. The author uses the output of a network sniffer to illustrate some of the
protocols at the various levels. It is a plus of this book that more detail is given for some of the

protocols than is normally seen in this level of book.Not all of the protocols are described as well as
others. For example, the section on the ICMP protocol is really botched by sniffer frames of ARP
being shown. That is an inexplicable mistake by the publisher. Twenty percent of the book is
devoted to routing and it does get tedious. The section on HTTP is not done well.But details of
protocols is a small part of the network story. What is missing is the glue that holds it all together.
What processes or services on the various computers are servicing these protocols? How are they
triggered? What is the flow among the layers and protocols for, say, running an E-Mail client. The
reader is pretty much left in the dark on that question. It does seem that the author has taken
several of the Internet Authority's RFC's (Requests for Comment), standards for the Internet, and
put them in readable form, which is why the book has a disconnected feel. All in all, the book adds
to information about networking with the TCP/IP suite. The four-star rating is probably generous. It
does seem that many books are needed to grasp this subject. And writing software has not even
been mentioned.

Heather has did a good job by writting this TCP/IP book in a very plain language with clear and
concise illustration. Personally, I appreciate her way to use an protocol analyzer to help the reader
to understand the bit and bytes of each packet.This book is a great reference source for those wish
to know the fundamental concept of TCP/IP. Good cross reference for CCNA material as well.
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